The efficiency of final classification score as a selective criterion for improving genetically the twelve components of type descriptively classified by HolsteinFriesian Association of America was examined. Comparisons were between selection on final score and direct selection on each descriptive trait, and between selection on final score and selection on several least squares indexes including descriptive traits. Procedures for adjusting phenotypic and genetic correlations between categorically scored descriptive traits for the effects of discontinuity and skewness were determined from theory and were tested by computer simulated data. Final classification score was an efficient selective criterion for improving individual descriptive components of type and several linear combinations of components. Expected correlated responses in descriptive traits to selection on final score ranged from 53 to 124% of the expected direct response. Additionally, selection on final score was expected to be 80 to 119% as efficient as index selection for improving genetically seven linear combinations of type traits.
INTRODUCTION
Recently introduced descriptive or subtrait type classification programs have augmented traditional classifications of final score, general appearance, dairy character, body capacity, and mammary system with categorically coded evaluations for numerous components of type. The
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2Director, Program Development and Research, Holstein-Friesian Association of America, Brattleboro, VT 05301. purpose of these programs is to enable dairymen to evaluate specific conformational strengths and weaknesses of their own cows and of daughters sired by bulls through artificial insemination. However, the large number of traits in these programs may increase substantially the difficulties of establishing and maintaining selective criteria consistent with the predetermined goals of a breeding program. The complexity of combining properly numerous evaluations may encourage overemphasis of particularly good or poor performance for a specific trait relative to its heritability, economic value, and relationship to other traits. This is especially critical with regard to the possible erosion of intensity of selection for production traits. Additionally, optimum procedures of selection should consider effects of discontinuity on heritabilities of, and genetic and phenotypic correlations among, descriptive type traits.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the efficiency of selecting for overall classification score alone in improving categorically scored components of type after accounting for the discontinuous nature of the latter.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data and Adjustment for Discontinuity
Data were from the Descriptive Type Classification Program of the Holstein-Friesian Association of America (6) . Cows classified in this program are assigned a descriptive code for each of twelve components of overall type, with the number of codes ranging from three to five. Individuals also are coded as "desirable" or "undesirable" for each component with descriptive codes "1" and "2" being desirable for all components except udder support, for which only code "1" is desirable. Previous work (1) has determined heritabilities of, and genetic and phenotypic correlations among overall classification score (final score) and the twelve descriptive components and has adjusted heri-
Hypothesized relationship between continuous (U) and discrete (M) phenotypes.
tabilities for effects of discontinuity by the method of Hillers and Everson (5). However, a more general evaluation of the effects of discontinuity on estimates of genetic and phenotypic correlations as well as heritabilities can be developed.
Let M and N denote discrete phenotypic expressions for two traits derived from underlying continuous and binormally distributed variables, U and V, having zero means and unit variances. The hypothesized relationship between continuous and discrete variables, the latter having t possible outcomes, is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Denoting the probability that M=i, for i=1, 2 ..... t, as Pr(M=i) = Pr(Di_ ~ U<D i) = Pi, the expected value of U for M=i is fI~Di U(b(U)dU/P i = (Zi_ 1 -Zi)/ E(U/M=i) = Di-i Pi, [1] where q~(U) is the standard normal density function and Z i is the height of the normal curve at Di, with Zo = Zt = 0.
Supposing U and V have additive genetic components G u and Gv, the relationships between correlations computed from discrete and underlying continuous variables can be deduced from Fig. 2 and 3 . The paths fm and fn are standard partial regression coefficients which from equation [1] are, t-I fm = i~ 1 Zim/Om and similarly for fn. From Fig. 2 , the correlation between discrete phenotype is hu frn ^2 ~ ^ t-I hu 2 2 2 =hmom/(i~ 1 Elm) [3] ^2 where h m is heritability estimated from multinomial phenotypes. This estimate is given by Cox (2) and is equivalent to that of Hillers and Everson (5) with correct placement of an exponent• For t=2, the result reduces to the biserial correlation of Pearson (7) and is equiva-. lent to the method given by Dempster and Lerner (3) for adjusting heritabilities estimated from binomial data• From the lower part of Fig. 3 , the genetic correlation (pg) between normally distributed phenotypes is obtained from Since h m = fmhu and h n = fnhv, p~ = pg or pg = pg [4] such that the genetic correlation computed from multinomial phenotypes of related indi- Table 2 . These distributions were chosen to represent a range in number of phenotypic classes and degrees of skewness, and/or to approximate the distribution of actual descriptive type traits. Phenotypic and genetic correlations were estimated from normal and all combinations of muhinomially distributed data by procedures of Falconer (4) . Phenotypic correlations were adjusted according to the preceding theory, and analyses of variance were used to determine the effects of number of phenotypic classes, degree of skewness and heritability on correlations estimated from multinomial data. The measure of skewness (Table 2 ) was fit as a continuous independent variable and was
where /~3 is the third moment about the mean and o a is the cubed standard deviation. An adjustment for random errors of estimation from normal data was made by including in the model a regression for the deviation between the true correlation and that estimated from normal data.
Expected Response to Selection
Estimates of heritability and phenotypic and genetic correlations for final score and descriptive type traits (1) were adjusted where [3] , and [4] . These values then were used to construct selection indexes for each descriptive trait individually and for seven combinations of descriptive traits considered to be representative of practical breeding programs for type improvement. Genetic improvement in each underlying trait, and in equally weighted linear combinations of traits (aggregate genotypes), expected from selected directly on the trait or index was compared to genetic improvement expected from selecting on final score alone. Expected improvement in the genotype underlying a given multinomial trait when truncation selection is on the multinomial trait was computed as: for an index with weights, bk, k=l, 2 .... , C. A constant selection intensity on underlying variables of one phenotypic standard deviation was used in all comparisons except for traits having distributions which precluded selection this intense. 3 For such traits, the maximum achievable selection intensity was used.
a For example, 72% of the cow population is coded in the most desirable category for udder support. The maximum selection intensity on the hypothetical variable underlying this trait is therefore the "Z/P" value corresponding to 72%, or .47.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effects of Discontinuity
Phenotypic and genetic correlations estimated from normally distributed data are in Table 3 phenotypic correlation between two traits having multinomial distributions "i" and "j" for the k th combination of true parameters, and Pk is the corresponding correlation estimated from continuous data. Errors were measured relative to the correlation computed from normal data rather than the true correlation due to the high positive relationship between errors of estimation for normal and multinomial data. That is, if for example the true correlation was overestimated from normal data, all estimates from multinomial data likewise tended to overestimate the true correlation. This measure of error allowed more meaningful comparisons among errors due to discontinuity for the various combinations of parameters. As expected, genetic correlations estimated from normal data (~'g) deviated considerably more from true values than did corresponding phenotypic correlations, especially at low heritability. This was also true for correlations estimated from multinomial data.
Examples of genetic correlations estimated from multinomial data are in Table 4 nomial correlations. More important than the observed variability was an apparent negative effect of skewness on genetic correlations estimated from multinomial data. For example, distributions 2, 3, and 11 which were most severely skewed yielded the lowest average estimates of genetic correlation.
The effects of adjusting phenotypic correlations estimated from multinomial data are in Table 5 . Correlations are presented only for the combination of parameters having the largest ASE since adjusted correlations for parameter combinations having low ASE values were essentially identical to the true phenotypic correlations. Adjusted phenotypic correlations were considerably closer to the true value than were the observed correlations. There was, however, an apparent positive effect of skewness, suggesting a slight overadjustment for the effects of discontinuity. Distributions 2, 3, and 11 which were most severely skewed yielded the highest average adjusted correlations.
Analyses of variance for geneuc (Pz), phenotypic (P~mn), and adjusted phenoty-pic (Puv) correlations estimated from multinomial data are in Table 6 . Estimated genetic correlations were not affected significantly by the number of phenotypic classes of the traits in the correlation• However, as from Table 4 , there was a significant effect on the degree of skewness. Heritability also had a significant effect on estimated genetic correlations with the average estimate for h 2 = h 2 = .1 (.56) being greater than those for the other two heritabilities (.48 and .48). Van Vleck (9) reported slight underadjustment of heritability from binomial data when true heritability was .1 and corresponding overadjustment for higher true heritabilities. Van Vleck's results are consistent with ours since heritabilities appear in s,l, the denominator of pg.
Contrasting mean squares of observed and adjusted phenotypic correlations indicate that the theoretical adjustment was successful in removing the relationship between the phenotypic correlation and the number of phenotypic classes of the correlated traits. However, adjusted phenotypic correlations were affected significantly by skewness.
The magnitude of effects of skewness are in Table 7 . Regression of estimated genetic correlations on skewness were, with one exception, negative. In contrast, all regressions for adjusted phenotypic correlations were positive, indicat- Table 2 . Off diagonal correlations averaged.
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< t" C3 ~q Z O aFor hi = .3; h~ = .6;pg = .7;pp = .5. bNumbers refer to multinomial distribution numbers in Table 2 , Off-diagonal correlations averaged. ing a slight overadjustment of observed values.
To determine the effects of skewness on correlations among descriptive type traits, regressions in Table 7 were combined with skewness values for the most severely skewed traits in the descriptive classification program. The maximum effects of skewness were approximately --.05 and .03 for genetic and phenotypic correlations. The theory was adequate under present circumstances. However, the effects of skewness, although small, are almost certainly real. Further work is necessary to evaluate the effectiveness of maximum likelihood estimation (2) and to determine the circumstances under which this method is necessary.
Expected Response to Selection
Adjusted phenotypic correlations between descriptive type traits and final score are in Table 8 . These were used with genetic correlations and adjusted heritabilities (1) to compute expected direct and correlated responses in descriptive type traits. Results are in Table 9 on an "as scored" and "desirable-undesirable" basis. Genetic improvement in each trait expected from selection on final score is expressed as a proportion of that expected from direct selection. Correlated responses ranged from 53 to 124% of the direct response on an "as scored" basis and from 94 to 457% of the direct response when traits were coded desirable-un- selection as selection intensity increases. Selection for final score alone was also equally or more efficient in improving the equally weighted linear combination of genotypes for fi all twelve descriptive traits ("All traits") than was selection on the least squares index which aST = stature; FE = front end; BK = back ; RP = rump ; HL = hind legs ; FT = feet ; FU = fore udder; RU = rear udder; US = udder support; TT = teat placement.
included all traits.
The expected ability of selection for final score to genetically improve seven equally weighted combinations of type traits (aggregate genotypes) is in Table 10 . Values are the expected response in the aggregate genotype from selection on final score as a proportion of the response expected from selecting on the least squares index for the particular combination of traits. Responses to selection on final score ranged 80 to 119% of the expected response to index selection on an "as scored" basis, and from 77 to 154% when descriptive traits were coded desirable-undesirable. The relative efficiency of selection for final score was greater on the "desirable-undesirable" basis except where hind legs and feet comprised a major part of the aggregate genotype. The opposite result in these instances was due to a considerably higher estimated genetic correlation between hind legs and feet for the desirable-undesirable coding (1).
CONCLUSIONS
Selection on final score alone is an efficient means of achieving a wide range of goals in improving type traits. Since practical breeding programs for type are likely to seek simultaneous improvement in several traits but will generally not employ index selection, the use of final score as a single selection criterion for type would likely yield more favorable results than is indicated by the comparisons in Tables   9 and 10 . Additionally, the relative emphasis given to type and production in selection decisions would be more easily defined and controlled, and the probability of eroding selection intensity over a large number of traits would be reduced.
